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Peter Fischer – Deputy Director General for
Globalisation, Energy and Climate Policy at the
German Federal Foreign Office. He was Head of
Economic Affairs (Minister) at the German Embassy in Washington, DC., Head of the Department for Economic and Financial Policy at the
Foreign Office in Berlin, Deputy Ambassador to
Israel, Deputy Head and later Head of Department for Environmental and Biopolitical Issue at
the Foreign Office, Economic Counselor at the
Embassy in London, Deputy Consul General in
Shanghai, and Foreign Policy Advisor in the Office of the Federal President (von Weizsäcker).

Gita Goven – one of South Africa's foremost
sustainability thinkers. During the Apartheid era
she became the second black woman graduating
as an architect. Today, Gita is CEO of ARG Design and a founding partner of communiTgrow.
She is Chairperson of the Sustainability Institute
of Southern Africa; serves as a Board Member
on the Cape Peninsula University of Technology
and the advisory board of the Global GreenTag
African National Advisory Committee which is a
voluntary scientifically verified standard for
green materials, products, and systems in the
built environment.
Ursula Kleefisch-Jobst – Managing Curator at
the M:AI Museum for Architecture and the Art
of Engineering in North-Rhine Westphalia,
Essen since 2008. From 2001 to 2007 she has
been Curator at the Deutsches Architekturmuseum in Frankfurt am Main. She is an art historian and independent architecture critic and is
responsible for numerous publications on modern and contemporary architecture.

Sabine Kraft – architect, urbanist and publicist.
Sabine is founder and partner of the publishing
house ARCH+ Verlag and associate editor of the
magazine ARCH+ since 1984. Numerous publications on housing and the social aspects of spatial use as well as the technological basics of
building processes and on climate change. She
organized several competitions and awards of
ARCH+, including “Out of Balance”, the first
Critique of the Present-Competition in 2013.

Joachim Krausse – philosopher and cultural
scientist. Joachim is Professor for Design Theory
at the Anhalt University of Applied Sciences
Dessau, where he founded the master program
Integrated Design. He is associated researcher at
the Interdisciplinary Laboratory “Image Knowledge Gestaltung”, Humboldt-Universität Berlin.
He edited four books with writings of Richard
Buckminster Fuller in German, published and
exhibited widely on architecture, design, and
technology. Since 1991 he is associate of ARCH+,
since 2014 fellow of the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation.

Eduardo López Moreno – Director of Research
and Capacity Development at UN-HABITAT,
the United Nations Human Settlements Programme. He is the Task Manager and principal
author of the State of the World’s Cities Report
2006/7, 2008/9 and 2010/11 and has over 20
years of academic and professional experience in
housing and urban development policies and
urban poverty alleviation issues. Eduardo was
the Chief of the Global Urban Observatory, Senior Technical Adviser in the Bureau of Africa
and the Arab States, and Chief Technical Adviser
in Angola for UN-HABITAT.

Paul Mijksenaar – designer and partner of
Mijksenaar wayfinding experts, an international
information design firm which became famous
with the total review of the signage system at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and the consulting
of other airports, hospitals, public transport, museums and offices. Paul is Professor at Delft
University of Technology and a member of the
SEGD, Alliance Graphique Internationale (AGI),
and Sign Design Society. He is the author of numerous publications including “Visual Function,
an introduction to information design” and
“Open Here, the art of Instructional Design”.
Philipp Oswalt – architect and publicist. He is
Professor for Architectural Theory and Designing at the University Kassel and has been the
Director of the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation
from 2009 to 2014. Philipp was the Chief Curator of the research project “Shrinking Cities”
from 2002 to 2008 – a project funded by the
Kulturstiftung des Bundes (German Federal Cultural Foundation) and in corporation with the
magazine ARCH+. Since 1989 Philipp is associate of ARCH+. He is responsible for numerous
publications and exhibitions on architecture and
urbanism.

Benno Pilardeaux – earth scientist. He conducted field research in Pakistan and India on innovations in agriculture and rural development.
Benno is head of Media and Public Relations of
the German Advisory Council on Global Change
(WBGU) and contributes as a specialist in global
development policy issues to the WBGU reports.
He participated as an observer for the WBGU in
various UN negotiations and conferences, e.g.
Habitat II, World Food Summit, UNEP Governing Council or the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) and represents the WBGU
in the COPs of the UN Convention to Combat
Desertification.

Saskia Sassen – sociologist and economist.
She is Robert S. Lynd Professor of Sociology and Chair of The Committee on Global
Thought at the Columbia University. Author of
numerous books, such as “The Global City”
(1991, 2001), “Territory, Authority, Rights: From
Medieval to Global Assemblages” (2006), and
most recently “Expulsions: Brutality and Complexity in the Global Economy” (2014). Her research focusses on cities, immigration and states
in the world economy, with the three key variables inequality, gendering, and digitization.
Many awards and honors and professorships in a
large number of institutions.

